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Установлено существенное различие в. реализации РСАС динамики в
вектороподобных асимптотически свободных и асимптотически не-
свободных (с ультрафиолетовостабильной неподвижной точкой) ка-
либровочных теориях. Для последних в двухпетлевом^приближении
получено аналитическое выражение для конденсата ̂ ^у/ .Даны
аргументы в польэу "мягкого" поведения на малых расстояниях сос-
тавных операторов в асимптотически несвободных теориях. Обсужда-
ется проблема выделения ниэкоэнергетической области для действия
Весса-Зумино-Виттена.

Chiral Symmetry Breaking in Asymptotically Free and

Non-Aaymptotically Free Gauge Theorise

V.b.Gusynin, V.A.Miransky

An eaaential distinction in the realization of the PCAC-dynamics

in vector-like asymptotically free and non-asymptotically free

(with a non-trivial ultraviolet stable fixed point) gauge theo-

ries is revealed. For the latter theoriea an analytical expres-

sion for the condensate ̂ YT/
 i s оЪ

*
а
^

пв<
^

 i n
 the two-loop

approximation and the arguments in support of a soft behaviour

at small distances of composite operators are given. The prob-

lem of factorizing the lovf-energy region for the Wess-Zumino-

Witten action is discussed.
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In the present paper the method of the effective potential

for composite operators (EFGO) [tjis applied to investigate

the chiral symmetry breaking in vector-like gauge theories* We

consider both asymptotically free (AF) and non-asymptotically

free (NAP) gauge theories (the latter can be either Abelian

theories or non-Abelian theories with a sufficiently large num-

ber of fermions). For the latter theories in Refs£2,|j (see al-

so the reviews £4] ) the possibility of existence of a nontri-

vial о - matrix in the continuum limit was pointed out ana
*

investigated. This possibility is realised when there is a cri-

tical coupling constant o6
c
 > О (nontrivial ultraviolet stab-

le fixed point) separating two phases with different structures

of renormalizations (the existence of such a point ut least in

QED with quenched fermions has been supported by computer simu-

lations L5 J). A* present such theories are being intensively

studied and applied for different purposes [,6»7j >
 i n
 particu-

lar, the notorious flavour-changing neutral-current problem in

technicolour models can be solved along these lines.

It seems to be interesting to elucidate the qualitative

difference in the realization of chiral symmetry breaking dyna-

mics in AP and NAP (with such a fixed point) theories. In the

present paper an essential distinction in the structure of the

FCAC dynamics in these theories is revealed. It turns out, ap-

parently somewhat unexpectedly, that the PCAC dynamics is rea-

lised in NAP theories in a simpler way than in AP ones. In

particular, in HAP theories we obtain an analytical expression

for the condeneate^^Hn the two-loop approximation and show

that the corresponding series of the chiral perturbative expan-

sion converges in the region %i^i(/W
e
 and tTlj are the cur-

rent and dynamical masses of fermions, respectively). We also

point out a general physical reason owing to which the behavi-

our at small distances of composite operators in NAP theories

has to be softer than in AF ones (the exact meaning of the term

"soft" will be clarified below).

Besides, in the present paper it is shown that the condi-

tion of the EPCO independence of the parameters of the chiral

group (guaranteeing the spontaneous character of cbiral aymmet-

ту breaking) reveals itself as an additional (with respect to
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the Schwinger-Dyson equations) restriction on the form of tho

ferraion propagator in continuum theories.

In turn, theee results elucidate the problem of factori-

zing the low-energy region for the Wess -Zumino-Y/itten effective

action [в.эЗ •
The expression for EPCO takes the form [ 1J :

)where $(p) = (p -tn) and G(p) are the free and exact fermion

propagators and V
n
 is given by all two-particle irreducible n-

loop vaouum graphs with the fermion propagators set equal to G(p).

Remind that V i
fl tlie

 energy density of a state for which the

propagator equals G(p) •

Let us consider a vector-like gauge theory with A fermion

flavours; for simplicity, we assume that all fermior.3 are assig-

ned to a common representation of the gauge group, In the chl-

ral limit there is the U.(K)*U.JK) symmetry with the£/C con-
•O • ft *

served currents J-mM ,£+,?, &
 ss0t13..,jl{-1. As is known, the con-

served singlet current J.^g « f Vefc/n^^tfA», A° = JTI
(for the J? matrices we use normalization oonditlon t r X a X >>

abJ, is not a gauge-invariant operator (the symbol N
means that the current ^5 is determined through the oairal-

invariant regularization procedure).

V/hen fermions have bare masnes % A dL =-Y
/mV'', the follo-

wing equations take place :

Using the chiral transformations of fermion fields one can re-

duce the mass matrix to the diagonal form /??// = rnl **О

with /7?/ ̂  О (i
t
j • t, 2 , .. . , К ).

Let us consider the diagonal in flavour indices fermion

propagator

(3)
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corresponding to the P - invariant vacuum. Then, l e t us introdu-
ce the propagator corresponding to the statelet ,/>« exp(/<?/e*a ) x

x exp(/(?Q/a )\0t0> ( Q? , Q* are the generators of the ohi-
ral group):

It is not difficult to show that the difference 4

js equal to

where

(the integration in Eq. (5) is carried out in the Euclidean re-

gion). First of all, it is easy to show that for H. loop

tcr*as the difference V
n
(Gfyg

J
rv

il
&)equals zero. Indeed, due to

the structure of the vacuum diagrams, the parameters ci
A
 and

appear in \/
n
 only in combinations of the form :

- \/
a
 (Q ) = 0

Eq. (1) implies the relation (5)-

Formally, the expression Л V(d,fi ) equals zero when ГП-О.

However, in the continuum limit, when cut-off Л -5> oo , the in-

tegral in Eq. (5) usually diverges at ol
A
,^8

ft
 ф О and there-

|fore, in general, the condition / ^ ^ ) |
А а о в

в
0 1 8 not sufficient

for the restoration of the U^H)*Ifд(М) symmetry in continuum the-

ories. The necessary and sufficient condition for this is evi-

dently the following one :
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The physical meaning of the condition (8) is that in the continu
um limit it provides the conservation of the currents\i£ , J'^g
on all states Id,/ > . Indeed, Eq. (2) implies that these cur-
rents are conserved on these states if the following relations
take place :

Since Х/

4/J)
 Й M),A° 3^ ) - ^ Л (C

u>p
m(^)^h(C

(<fi)
m (A))

= </
o
 - 7=.^ » O£A ~ •'a when a Ф О ) , then, due to the

arbitrariness of ( cL , fi )
>
 the condition (10) with Л -О

implies the condition (3) (due to the arbitrariness of C^fi)

all the other conditions (9) and (10) also follow from that one).

In the P - invariant sactor all composite operators

and ( V/3rA
A
 У 'л " b

8 7 6 a
 common renormalization constant

is the renoxmalization group parameter) (see, for example, Ref.

^4] )• Therefore, in this sector Eq. (2) leads to the following

condition of conservation of the chiral currents :

(11)

As it has been shown in Ref. [lOj, this condition puts an addi-

tional restriction on the solutions of the Sohwinger-Dyson equa-

tions corresponding to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. Sin-

ce the condition (8) is related to the extended ( including all

states ld,JS> ) space, it can in principle be stronger than the

condition (11). bet us consider examples.

I. QGD with % « / l L and 6-0 ( 0 is the coupling



.л 3'*' **
constant for the term & л—я FF ).

In this rase, in the Landau gauge, the Schwinger-Dyson equa

tions with ultraviolet cut-off A admit a solution with ultra-

violet asymptotics of the

Т
where /*) is the free dimensional parameter of QCD, £ = .ffifj
and / f

(the symbol N denotes subtracting a perturbative contribution).

From Eq. (5) and Eq. (12) we find

Therefore, the condition (8) is equivalent to the following one:

-urn m(f\)A ~0. (15)

Since in QCD the renormalization constant/ -( /*п fa I

[ -4 ill f /

4J )> the condition of the energy densi-

ty independence of the parameters oL
a
 is in this case stronger

than (11). As it follows from Eqs. (12) and (13), the condition

(11),and therefore (15), in the continuum limit selects the regu-

.\ar asymptotics ( ВГр
я
) - ̂  (Si ?*/** )

У г з г
^ "

 ?
 )

for the mass function. It is essential that in the P - invariant

sector the condition (15) does not put any additional (with res-

pect to that (11)) restrictions on the fermion propagator.

II.QED with mjt-mSij, .

In the two-loop approximation for the potential V » the

solutions satisfying the condition (11) inihe Landau gauge exist

only at cL
fo)
^>oL

c
= ^fa L^»

10
J" Therefore in this approximation

spontaneous chir&l symmetry breaking takes place in the phase

with ol
(c)
 & * % [ 2-4, 1iJ . The requirement of the fermion
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mass finiteness fixes the value of the coupling constant: oL

(c
*' =

= </
c
 ^Я/з [2-4] . The critical value d

c
 « % is an ultraviolet

stable fixed point.

At oC
ro>
 <

 ж
/3 the Jonnson-Baker-Willey (JBW) solution[12J

takes place, A(p') = 1 , *f/»V^_ Л.^'/"', / = ill -

-a - STfJ, «u ̂ ««г^)"», ^ ^
For this solution we find from Eq. (5) the following expression

for

This expression shows that the JBV/ solution corresponds to expli-

cit chiral symmetry breakdown»

In the supercritical, Ы- ° > /3 » phase (in the con-

sidered approximation) the function A(f>*)
:
= 1 and the mass func-

tion hes asymptotics of che form [3J I

w h e r e
 ^ =

and ГП+ -В(р
г
)\р*-

0
 is the total (the dynamical, ITij , plus

the current, /n
c
 ) mass of a fermion. The current тазз is [

^Strictly speaking, the expression (17) corresponds to the

solution of a linearized version of the Schwinger-Dyson equation

in this approximation* It is essential that the asymptotics of

the solution of the nonlinear equation can differ from this ex-

pression only by a. common number factor L11J.

' In Ref. L 3J the «normalization constant 2f
m
 has been de-

termined in the lowest order ±n
irle
/
7l
i. Following the same met-

hod as in that paper one can obtain the exact expression for
f0)
 used in Eq, (18).
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m
c
 = -ит

The dynamical mass filji is determined from the relation

I (19)

and in the continuum limit it remains to be finite if c( -+СИ
С

(V"*0 ) [2-4]. Substituting the expression (17) into Eq. (5)

and taking into account Eqs. (16) and (I9)
f
 we obtain :

(20)

where

As it follows from Eqs. (20) and (21), in this case, as distinct

from QCD, the condition of the energy density independence of the

parameters с£
л
 coincides with the condition (11) (in non-Abelian

NA.F theories the expression for Д V in this approximation is

different from (20) only by a number factor).

The formal reason for such a different behaviour of these

theories is explained by the following points if in AP theories

the appearance of a fermion bare mass leads to a change la the

character of the mass function asymptotics (the regular aeympto-

tica is substituted by the irregular one (aee Bqs. (12) <шй (13))>

in QED the appearance of /П
с
 ф О does not cha&ge the form

of the asymptoti.es of В(Р
г
) • T^is point reflects the deep die-

ft;

tinetion in th« dynamics of chiral symmetry breaking in AP and

NAF theories. In AP theories the perturbative dynamxes and the
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nonperturbative one belong to the same phase; the dynamics of

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking is formed at the distances

t "p П j and the term with the irregular asymptotics dominates

at small distances, i.e. in the region of perturbative dynamics.

Thia circumstance, in particular, leads to the necessity of a re

definition of composite operators in AF theories consisting in

the subtraction of a perturbative contribution from them

For example,

iiffl И? ЛЛ VU/U/) -*ь m A//USIJ/I - Л ' м m / i M/U/ *K I — С1Ш U/l Л .1 ( 2 2 )

On the one hand,suoh a redefinition is necessary (otherwise,for

example, the basio parameter of the PCAC-dynamios,&m «<A)<f<£V)A>>

would not be finite), on the other hand, such a separation of

perturbetive and nonperturbative contributions leads to some dif-

ficulties in substantiating the operator product expansion met-

hod [13, u ] .

In NAF theories with an ultraviolet fixed point the phase

with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and the perturbative

phase (with ot w< oie ) are separated* Therefore, in this case the

problem of perturbative contribution separation does not arise

at all. In particular, as it follows from Eqs. (20) and (21),

here in the PCAC situation the parameterj&^^4^fc# "WSFl^fa
is finite (note that the series of the chiral perturbative expan-

sion for {V УУъеп. converges at
 m
*/mj ^ * ) -

I n t n i 3
 sense

one oan say that the behaviour of the coieposite operator (4*4*)^

in NAF gauge theories is softer than in AF oned.

These points are intimately connected with the problem of

factorizing the low-energy region for-the Wees-Zumino-Witten (WZW)

effective action fe,9]. The initial point in the derivation of

the WZW action is the chiral transformation {&$&$

The phase cL
a
(X) is connected with the pseudoscalar field?

In the continuum QC9 on the other hand, as it follows from the

relation (14), a global chiral transformation leads to a state

with infinite energy density in the PCAC situation (when

1Йв m(i<)Z^*
r1
 ~ m^u * 0 ). From the viewpoint of a variational
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problera such a state ia a bad trial one. The reaaoi for this is

clear: the transformation

G(x)
correaponds to a situation when the quanta of the y

A
 fields

are excited at arbitrary small distances in the fermion-antifer-

ndon system; Д\/~ °° means that this process has to be dynami-

cally suppressed. It ±з clear that in QGD the Bethe-Salpeter wave

function (determining the probability of tho meson format ion )must

play the role of such a suppressing dynamical form-factorj in

the PCAC situation this function is expressed not through the

total fermicn mass function, but through the dynamical one,

which has ultraviolet asymptotics of the regular type [VJ •

The simplest heuristio way to correct the transformation (23) is

to use a form-factor cutting off the distances *<? < JTl

This operation corresponds to introducing the cut-off Д, —

into the relation (5) and, in turn, this corresponds to Щ& repr

lacement of the composite operator x^KJ-^^\ ̂
У
 *

n e
 ̂(тЩ^/tajL

one (see Eq. (14)in which %*$ф{$
А
 -у «t in the PCAC situation).

Thus, in AP theories the short-distance behaviour of the

propagator Q(X) corresponds, in the PCAC situation, to almost

free fermions with a slowly varying running mass. At such dis-

tances the phase oL & has nothing to do with the meson field 0^

Another situation prevails in NAP theories. Here the

dynamics of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking is formed at

arbitrary small distances and therefore we need not introduce

a cut-off parameter in the expression for Д V : as it follows

from Eqs. (20) and (21), in these theories the value of AV(d)

is finite in the PCAC situation.

If the soft behaviour of composite operators in MAP theories

is indeed realized, this could lead to interesting applications.

We believe that this possibility deserves further serious study.
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